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CHEST

LENGTH

NECK

3XL

48-50

32.5

18.5

XXL

46-48

32

18

XL

44-46

31.5

17.5

L

42-44

30.5

17

M

40-42

29.5

16.5

S

38-40

29

16

XS

36-38

28.5

16

XXS

34-36

28

15.5

MENS SIZES

CHEST

LENGTH

WAIST

3XL

42-44

29

38

XXL

40-42

28

36

XL

38-40

27

34

L

36-38

26

32

M

34-36

25

30

S

32-34

24

28

XS

30-32

23

26

XXS

28-30

22

24

LADIES SIZES
HOW TO MEASURE

CHEST/BUST: Place the tape measure 
under your arms at the fullest part of your 

chest, wrap around your body until your 
fingers meet and mark the measurement.

CHESTBUST

The male model in the image above is 
wearing a MEDIUM shirt, and his chest 

measures 40 inches.

SIZE GUIDE
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GREY WHITE GRAPE

Cairn is a playfull sublimation print polo shirt that features 
an eye-catching pattern of tiny alternating shapes in 3 

matching colors.
 

With 4-way stretch built in, this bold, energetic shirt will 
provide you the freedom and flexibility to compete at your 

best, whether that be on the golf course or taking part in 
other physical activities.  UV protection and moisture 

wicking come as standard.

CAIRN
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The Cairngorms National Park



GREY WHITE GRAPE

CAIRN PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



Named after the famous golf town on the West coast 
of Scotland, Troon is bound to get you inspired to hit 

the links!

Another sublimation print design, Troon comes in 3 
fresh colours and is also made in our signature 

Poly-Spandex fabric. 2 Fenix XCell logos on the back 
neck and sleeve help to complete the look, whilst 
moisture-wicking and 4 way stretch make for a 

supremely comfortable wear.

ROYAL BLUE POWDER
PINK

GREY

TROON
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Troon, Scotland



ROYAL BLUE POWDER PINK GREY

TROON PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

8
Also available in ladies and kids sizes



Another brand new addition to the Fenix XCell range, 
this adorable flower pattern printed shirt is bound to 

go down well with the ladies!

With a self-fabric, button-down collar to help 
maintain its shape over time, this shirt is also made in 
our signature Poly-Spandex super comfortable fabric. 

Moisture wicking, odor control and 4-way stretch 
come as standard.

WHITE LIGHT
BLUE

POWDER
PINK

PAISLEY
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WHITE LIGHT BLUE POWDER PINK

PAISLEY PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



A believer in victory at all costs? This is the shirt for you.

Nothing performs better than our signature Poly-Spandex 
fabric, and with a scattering of Vs printed on the shirt, you  

won't need to look far for inspiration!
 

With 4-way stretch built in, this bold, energetic shirt will 
provide you the freedom and flexibility to compete at your 

best, whether that be on the golf course or taking part in 
other physical activities.  UV protection and moisture 

wicking come as standard.

LIGHT BLUE NAVY WHITE

VICTORY
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LIGHT BLUE NAVY WHITE

VICTORY PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



Named after the seaside town on the East coast of 
Scotland, this elegant sublimation print polo offers a 

subtle shell-shaped print repeated over a 
poly-spandex base. 

Available in fresh new colors such as Powder Pink and 
Grape, the subtle print means that the shirt will look 

solid from a distance, but sophisticated up close.. 
Leven is an excellent choice for off-the-course leisure 

wear, paired with jeans or our Performance Shorts.

GRAPE POWDER
PINK

WHITE

LEVEN
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Loch Leven, Scotland



GRAPE POWDER PINK WHITE

LEVEN PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



Iona is a brand new addition to the line, and features a 
sophisticated print of horizontal stripes, squares and a subtle 

mesh effect in the base.

Available in conservative colours - light blue, navy and grey - 
Iona is an excellent option for wearing in your free time or 

even to the office.

With UV protection and moisture wicking built in as standard, 
feel free to also lead an active lifestyle in this piece without 

worrying about excessive sweat or discomfort.

LIGHT BLUE NAVY GREY

IONA
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Iona Abbey, Isle of Iona



LIGHT BLUE NAVY GREY

IONA PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



This wrinkle-resistant polo is perfect for leisure wear 
as well as golf. A subtle “heather” effect gives the shirt 
a textured look, whilst the self-fabric collar gives it a 

casual feel.

The only polo not made with our Signature 
Poly-Spandex fabric, Oban is an excellent choice for 
off-the-course leisurewear, this model is available in 

3 colours for the SS21 Collection.

RED NAVY GREY

OBAN
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Oban, Scotland
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RED NAVY GREY

OBAN PERFORMANCE POLO SHIRT
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92% Polyester, 8% Spandex
10cm Full Fenix XCell logo on left sleeve, 3cm FX circle logo on back neck

Sizes XS-3XL
Moisture wicking, odor control, 4-way stretch
Self-fabric, button-down collar

Also available in ladies and kids sizes



This fantastic new poly-spandex is quick drying and 
wrinkle resistant; perfect for hot conditions and for 

saving you the hassle of ironing. We've also added a 
new elastic waistband for added comfort, along with 

a lining on the inside to make sure your shirt stays 
firmly tucked even when you want to swing extra 

hard.

SHORTS

19

These trousers are made for comfort and perfor-
mance in mind, with the addition of 10% spandex 
offering the stretch you need for a full range of 

movement. Our spandex waistband fits comfortably 
to your body and allows for fluctuations to the 

waistline that we are all prone to.

TROUSERS



BLACK WHITE GREYNAVY

SOLID PERFORMANCE SHORTS
90% Polyester, 10% Spandex

10cm Full Fenix XCell logo above back left pocket.

Sizes 28-40

Deep pockets

Elastic waistband
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SOLID PERFORMANCE TROUSERS
90% Polyester, 10% Spandex

10cm Full Fenix XCell logo above back left pocket.

Sizes 28-40

Deep pockets

Elastic waistband

BLACK WHITE GREYNAVY
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We are once again offering a wide range of accesso-
ries to perfectly compliment your outfits. This season, 

we are introducing a versatile double-sided belt, 
which comes with both a white and black buckle to 

allow you to instantly switch colours.

In addition to the new belt, our popular traveler bags 
return in 3 colours. Also available are super quick-dry-

ing microfibre towels in 4 colour options, and our 
2-layered umbrella in black and white.

ACCESSORIES
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Oban, Scotland
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DOUBLE-SIDED BELTS
Leather

Fenix XCell logo stamped on belt

Removable clasp

Comes with 2 buckles: white, black

Free size (up to 48 inches)

BLACK/WHITE

MICROFIBRE TOWELS
Material - polyester?

Fenix XCell logo on black patch

Comes with loop to secure to golf bag

Fast drying

x inches b x inches

BLACK/GREY BLACK/REDWHITE/BLUE WHITE/GREY
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UMBRELLAS
Material - polyester?

Fenix XCell logo on 4 sides

2 layers

Alternating black/white colours

Button on handle for automatic opening

NAVY WHITEARMY GREEN

TRAVELER BAGS
Material - polyester?

FX Circle logo on side

Comes with handle for convenience

Ideal for clothes, shoes and valuables

Dual storage

BLACK/WHITE
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Quiraing, Isle of Skye, Scotland

WWW.FENIXXCELL.COM


